Introduction
============

Previous studies have demonstrated that the location of lesions in ischemic stroke patients is associated with the etiology, clinical symptoms, curative effect and prognosis of ischemic stroke ([@b1-etm-0-0-3390]--[@b6-etm-0-0-3390]). Magnetic resonance diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), which is based on the diffusion of water molecules through a biological tissue, is widely used as a clinical tool to assess the extent of acute and hyperacute cerebral infarction ([@b7-etm-0-0-3390]). In conventional diffusion-weighted sequences, including DWI and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps, water molecule diffusion is assumed so that diffusion appears to be a free and nonrestricted environment within a Gaussian distribution of diffusion displacement ([@b8-etm-0-0-3390],[@b9-etm-0-0-3390]). However, the complex structure of different brain tissues, which consist of various distributions of cytons and fibers, can cause the diffusion displacement probability distribution to deviate substantially from a Gaussian form ([@b9-etm-0-0-3390]). Therefore, these simple models may not always detect the true diffusion of water molecule physiologically and pathologically, and the spatial and signal resolution of conventional diffusion-weighted sequences is not high enough to clearly distinguish between different brain regions ([@b7-etm-0-0-3390]--[@b9-etm-0-0-3390]). Diffusional kurtosis imaging (DKI) is a new type of diffusion-weighted sequence which measures the non-Gaussianity of water diffusion and may facilitate the characterization of different brain regions, including the corpus callosum, corona radiata, thalamus, subcortical white matter and cerebral cortex ([@b9-etm-0-0-3390]--[@b11-etm-0-0-3390]). Previous studies have demonstrated that DKI of ischemic stroke exhibited distinct abnormalities that are not detected by conventional DWI or ADC maps ([@b12-etm-0-0-3390]--[@b14-etm-0-0-3390]). Furthermore, animal and clinical studies have demonstrated the advantage of DKI to stratify heterogeneously damaged lesions ([@b14-etm-0-0-3390]--[@b16-etm-0-0-3390]).

Previous studies on DKI of ischemic stroke have only concentrated on white matter and gray matter lesions and have predominantly focused on the comparison of DKI with conventional DWI/DTI ([@b12-etm-0-0-3390]--[@b16-etm-0-0-3390]). Furthermore, DKI has multiple parameters, including mean kurtosis (MK), axial kurtosis (Ka) and radial kurtosis (Kr), and, to the best of our knowledge, the diagnostic value of each of these parameters for cerebral infarction in various brain regions has not been reported. The present analysis differed from previous investigations into DKI and stroke as it was postulated that the parameters of DKI were capable of distinguishing between the differences in water molecule diffusion in different brain regions under the conditions of acute infarction.

The present study aimed to identify the optimal DKI parameter for accurately locating ischemic lesions in various brain regions. The diagnostic value of the three DKI parameters for acute cerebral infarction were systematically evaluated in various regions of the brain, including the corpus callosum, corona radiata, thalamus, subcortical white matter and cerebral cortex, which represented single diffusion orientation fibers, crossing fibers, and a mixture of cytons and fibers, arcuate fibers and cytons, respectively. The theory and methodology of the present study may act as the basis for further research on DKI in other domains.

Materials and methods
=====================

### Subjects

A total of 28 patients with acute cerebral infarction in various regions of the brain were recruited for the present prospective study. All patients underwent magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans within 72 h (range, 0.5--72 h; mean, 41.6±24.5 h) of stroke onset, and were followed-up by MRI or computed tomography imaging after 30 days (range, 32--86 days) to confirm the final permanent infarction regions. Stroke duration was determined based on onset time and 13 cases of multiple cerebral infarction combined with ADC values as assistant analysis to confirm the responsible foci. Only patients with acute cerebral infarction were included in the present study. Patients with original or secondary cerebral hemorrhage, cerebral tumors, degenerative brain disease, craniocerebral trauma, post craniocerebral operation, dyspnea, coma and contraindications to MRI were excluded from the present study. Institutional Review Board approval was obtained for all experiments. All participants provided written informed consent.

### Imaging acquisition and processing

All patients underwent cranial DKI and conventional MRI, including T1WI, T2WI, fluid attenuation inversion recovery, DWI and ADC maps, using a GE 1.5T HDx Echo Speed Plus MRI scanner and 8-channel head coil (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Chalfont, UK). DKI data were acquired using an echo planar imaging diffusion sequence with the following parameters: Repetition time/echo time, 5,000/95.6 msec; field of view, 240×240 mm^2^; matrix, 128×128; number of excitations, 2; oblique axial slices \[number/thickness (mm)/gap (mm)\], 18/5/0; and 15 gradient encoding directions with three b values (0,1000, 2000s/mm^2^) for each direction in a total time of 6 min and 45 sec. MK, Ka and Kr were derived using the DKI Functool 9 software on the GE ADW4.6 workstation (GE Healthcare Life Sciences). DKI software is a research tool in the Functool environment developed by the GE Applied Science Lab. It fits all DWIs and minimally-diffusion-weighted image (b~0~ image) to the DKI model described by the following equation:
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where S (n,b) is the diffusion signal intensity for diffusion weighting (b) and diffusion encoding direction (n), S~0~ is the signal intensity for b~0~, D~ij~ and W~ijkl~ are the components of the diffusion and kurtosis tensor, respectively. Following estimation of the tensors, FA, MD, Da, Dr, MK, Ka and Kr were derived.

### Imaging analysis

Regions of interest (ROIs) (area, 6--9 mm^2^) were outlined within the most severe areas of each lesion in the various brain regions according to each independent parametric map. ROIs of the same size were located on a corresponding area of the normal-appearing contralateral hemisphere as controls. Control ROIs were outlined on the adjacent area of normal-appearing regions in cases with corpus callosum infarction. Multiple DKI parameters for all ROIs, including MK, Kr and Ka, were measured by DKI software on the GE ADW4.6 workstation. Relative MK (rMK), relative Ka (rKa) and relative Kr (rKr) levels of ischemic lesions were calculated using the formula: Relative DKI = DKI ~ischemic~ / DKI ~contralateral~.

Diagnosis of ischemic lesions and image analyses were conducted by two radiologists as single-blind studies. A third radiologist was consulted when there were differences in opinion between the two primary radiologists.

### Statistical analysis

Major assessment indices of the diagnostic value of relative DKI parameters, rMK, rKa and rKr, were analyzed by independent sample *t*-test. Minor assessment indices, including the homogeneity of the background image and contrast of adjacent structures, were analyzed by Moses test of extreme reactions and independent sample *t*-test, respectively. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 19.0 software (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). P\<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference.

Results
=======

### Patient characteristics

A total of 28 acute ischemic stroke patients were enrolled in the present study, including 15 males and 13 females aged 58.7±9.9 years old (range, 42--78 years). Based on the brain region involved in the MK, Ka and Kr maps, 112 groups of ROIs were outlined in the following regions: Corpus callosum (n=17); corona radiata (n=26); thalamus (n=21); subcortical white matter (n=24); and cerebral cortex (n=24). As controls, ROIs were outlined in the corresponding areas of the normal-appearing contralateral hemisphere (95 groups with cerebral hemisphere infarction) or adjacent areas (17 groups with corpus callosum infarction).

### Parametric maps of DKI for acute cerebral infarction in various brain regions

Parametric maps of DKI, including MK, Ka and Kr maps, for acute cerebral infarction in different regions are presented in [Fig. 1](#f1-etm-0-0-3390){ref-type="fig"}. The background of the Ka maps was relatively homogeneous, and ischemic lesions were detected in the corpus callosum and corona radiate. However, due to the lack of contrast of adjacent structures, ischemic lesions in the thalamus, subcortical white matter and cerebral cortices were less clear on Ka maps, as compared with the other parametric maps. The background of the Kr maps was heterogeneous, particularly in the corpus callosum, corona radiate and subcortical white matter, indicating that this map was unable to detect ischemic lesions in these regions. For the MK maps, the signal strength of ischemic lesions, the homogeneity of background image and contrast of adjacent structures lay between the Kr and Ka maps. Ischemic lesions in the thalamus, subcortical white matter and cerebral cortices were most detectable on MK maps.

### Parameters of DKI for acute cerebral infarction and normal-appearing areas in various brain regions

DKI parameters, including MK, Ka and Kr values, of normal-appearing regions are shown in [Table I](#tI-etm-0-0-3390){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 2](#f2-etm-0-0-3390){ref-type="fig"}. The dispersions of MK, Ka and Kr values of the normal-appearing areas in each brain region were statistically different (P\<0.05), as determined by Moses test of extreme reactions and variation coefficient ([Table I](#tI-etm-0-0-3390){ref-type="table"}), indicating that the homogeneity of the background images of parametric maps was different. The MK, Ka and Kr values of the normal-appearing area in different brain regions were inconsistent, as determined by independent sample *t*-test, which indicated that the contrast of adjacent structures of parametric maps was different ([Fig. 2](#f2-etm-0-0-3390){ref-type="fig"}). MK, Ka and Kr values were significantly increased in the ischemic region, as compared with the corresponding areas of the normal-appearing region (P\<0.05; [Fig. 3](#f3-etm-0-0-3390){ref-type="fig"}).

### Relative DKI parameters for acute cerebral infarction in different brain regions

Relative DKI rMK, rKa and rKr parameters are shown in [Fig. 4](#f4-etm-0-0-3390){ref-type="fig"}. For ischemic regions in the corpus callosum and corona radiate, rKa was significantly increased, as compared with other DKI parameters (P\<0.05) determined by independent sample *t*-test. However, for ischemic regions in the thalamus, subcortical white matter and cerebral cortex, the increase of rMK, rKa and rKr values not significant, as compared with the other DKI parameters.

Discussion
==========

Homogeneity of an image background is associated with the detection of lesions, and the contrast of adjacent structures contribute to the accurate positioning of lesions ([@b9-etm-0-0-3390]). Therefore, it is necessary to study these two assessment indices in different normal-appearing brain regions prior to lesion analysis.

To the best of our knowledge, the present study was the first to report homogeneity of the background images of different parametric maps of DKI, and use variation coefficient and Moses test of extreme reactions to analyze the dispersion of DKI parameters, which reflect the homogeneity of parametric image backgrounds. The results of the present study demonstrated that the variation coefficient of DKI parameters in each brain region were Kr, MK and Ka value from the maximum to the minimum, respectively, and the differences were statistically significant (P\<0.05), as determined by Moses test of extreme reactions.

Previous studies have demonstrated that the MK values of different brain tissues are distinct ([@b9-etm-0-0-3390],[@b11-etm-0-0-3390]); however, the contrast of adjacent structures on different parametric maps of DKI has not been reported. The results of the present study demonstrated that the Ka values of adjacent structures in normal-appearing regions were not significantly different; whereas the differences in Kr values were statistically significant (P\<0.05). Although no significant differences in the MK values of the corpus callosum and corona radiata were detected, the following brain regions exhibited significant differences in MK values: Corona radiata vs. thalamus; corona radiata vs. subcortical white matter; and subcortical white matter vs. cerebral cortices (P\<0.05).

Corresponding to the statistical analyses of MK, Ka and Kr values of the normal-appearing region in various brain regions, it was observed that the background of Ka maps was relatively homogeneous with less contrast of adjacent structures; the background of Kr maps was heterogeneous with strong contrast; whereas, for MK maps, the homogeneity of the image background and contrast of adjacent structures was between that of the Kr and Ka maps.

Although the present study demonstrated that the absolute MK, Ka and Kr DKI values altered in the normal-appearing region of different brain regions, the practical implications are limited. Percent change is the most common method to evaluate the DKI value of lesions; however, the calculation is complicated and is thus not appropriate for clinical application ([@b12-etm-0-0-3390]--[@b14-etm-0-0-3390]). Calculating the relative DKI value, including rMK, rKa and rKr values, and the ratio of lesional DKI value to corresponding area of the normal-appearing region is easily accessible and may reduce the instability of absolute DKI value. The results of the present study demonstrated that the MK, Ka and Kr values were significantly increased in ischemic lesions, as compared with the normal-appearing region in every brain region; however, the increases of rMK, rKa and rKr values were different in the various brain regions. These results suggested that the rMK, rKa and rKr values displayed the variation of MK, Ka and Kr values and were more applicable to quantitative analysis for lesions.

To evaluate the diagnostic value of the multiple parameters of DKI for acute cerebral infarction in different regions of the brain, a set of assessment indices was established. Major assessment indices included rMK, rKa and rKr, which facilitated the evaluation of the diagnostic value of multiparameter DKI objectively, based on quantitative analysis. Minor assessment indices included the homogeneity of background and the contrast of adjacent structures. Among these assessment indices, MK, Ka and Kr exhibited varying diagnostic values for acute cerebral infarction in different brain regions.

For ischemic lesions in highly anisotropic brain regions, such as the corpus callosum and corona radiata, significant increases in rKa were detected, as compared with the other DKI parameters (P\<0.05). These results are consistent with previous studies, which have suggested that axonal varicosities and endoplasmic reticulum alterations are the potential sources of higher diffusion restriction of Ka in white matter infarction ([@b12-etm-0-0-3390]--[@b14-etm-0-0-3390]). Furthermore, due to the relatively homogeneous background, Ka maps enabled an improved view of ischemic lesions in the corpus callosum and corona radiata, as compared with the other DKI parametric maps.

For ischemic lesions in low anisotropic or nearly isotropic brain regions such as the thalamus, subcortical white matter and cerebral cortices, the increases in rMK, rKa and rKr were not significant. Therefore, minor assessment indices should be included as supplementary criteria in these brain regions. The structures of these brain regions were relatively complicated and Ka was not competent enough to enable accurate positioning of the ischemic lesions due to the lack of tissue contrast. Although Kr exhibited favorable tissue contrast, the background was heterogeneous which may interfere with the detection of lesions. Therefore, MK was the superior assessment parameter for ischemic lesions in these regions, as the homogeneity of the background was optimally balanced with the contrast of adjacent structures. Furthermore, MK is considered to be the only diffusional sequence that can be applied to nearly isotropic brain regions, such as the cerebral cortices and thalamus ([@b14-etm-0-0-3390],[@b17-etm-0-0-3390]--[@b22-etm-0-0-3390]).

Accurate localization of cerebral infarction is associated with clinical symptoms, curative effect and the prognosis of ischemic stroke ([@b1-etm-0-0-3390]--[@b4-etm-0-0-3390]). In the present study the diagnostic value of DKI parameters was evaluated for acute cerebral infarction in various brain regions. The results demonstrated that MK, Ka and Kr exhibited different diagnostic values for acute cerebral infarction in the different brain regions. It was demonstrated that Ka is better suited to the diagnosis of acute ischemic lesions containing single diffusion orientation fibers and crossing fibers, such as in the corpus callosum and corona radiata. MK may be appropriate for the diagnosis of acute ischemic lesions containing a mixture of cytons and fibers, arcuate fibers, and cytons, such as in the thalamus, subcortical white matter and cerebral cortices, respectively.

In conclusion, the results of the present study demonstrated that DKI is capable of distinguishing between the differences in water molecule diffusion in various brain regions under the conditions of acute infarction. The selective utilization of DKI parameters will help make accurate positioning of acute cerebral infarction, and provide a promising new method for the diagnosis of ischemic stroke.
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![Parametric maps of DKI, including MK, Ka and Kr maps, for acute cerebral infarction in various regions of the brain. T2WI and parametric maps from the same anatomical slice of acute cerebral infarction for the (A-D) corpus callosum, (E-H) corona radiata, (I-L) thalamus and (M-P) subcortical white matter and cerebral cortexes. (A-L) ROIs for ischemic lesions are indicated by ROI 1, and ROIs for corresponding areas of the normal-appearing contralateral hemisphere are indicated by ROI 2. (M-P) ROIs for lesion and control in cerebral cortexes are indicated by ROI 1 and ROI 2, respectively, and ROIs for lesion and control in subcortical white matter are indicated by ROI 3 and ROI 4, respectively. DKI, diffusional kurtosis imaging; MK, mean kurtosis; Ka, axial kurtosis; Kr, radial kurtosis; ROI, region of interest.](etm-12-02-0933-g01){#f1-etm-0-0-3390}

![Scatterplots for multiparameters of DKI, including (A) MK, (B) Ka and (C) Kr values, of normal-appearing areas in various regions of the brain. MK, Ka and Kr values of the normal-appearing region in different brain region were inconsistent, as determined by independent sample *t*-test. \*P\<0.05; \*\*P\>0.05. DKI, diffusional kurtosis imaging; MK, mean kurtosis; Ka, axial kurtosis; Kr, radial kurtosis.](etm-12-02-0933-g02){#f2-etm-0-0-3390}

![Multiparameters of DKI, including (A) MK, (B) Ka and (C) Kr values) for the diagnosis of acute cerebral infarction in various regions of the brain. \*P\<0.05. DKI, diffusional kurtosis imaging; MK, mean kurtosis; Ka, axial kurtosis; Kr, radial kurtosis.](etm-12-02-0933-g03){#f3-etm-0-0-3390}

![Relative values of the parameters of DKI, including rMK, rKa and rKr, for the diagnosis of acute cerebral infarction in various regions of the brain. \*P\<0.05; \*\*P\>0.05. DKI, diffusional kurtosis imaging; rMK, relative mean kurtosis; rKa, relative axial kurtosis; rKr, relative radial kurtosis.](etm-12-02-0933-g04){#f4-etm-0-0-3390}

###### 

Multiparameter analysis of DKI (including MK, Ka and Kr values) for normal-appearing areas in various brain regions.

                                                          Corpus callosum   Corona radiata   Thalamus    Subcortical white matter   Cerebral cortex                                          
  ------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- ---------------- ----------- -------------------------- ----------------- ------ ----------- ------- ----------- ------
  MK                                                      1.00±0.07         7.00             0.98±0.07   7.14                       0.88±0.07         7.95   0.92±0.06   6.52    0.83±0.04   4.82
  Ka                                                      0.73±0.03         4.10             0.71±0.03   4.23                       0.68±0.03         4.41   0.69±0.03   4.35    0.68±0.03   4.41
  Kr                                                      1.18±0.14         11.86            1.04±0.09   8.65                       0.94±0.09         9.57   0.94±0.10   10.64   0.89±0.05   5.62
  P-value^[b](#tfn2-etm-0-0-3390){ref-type="table-fn"}^   \<0.05                             \<0.05                                 \<0.05                   \<0.05              \<0.05      

CV = (mean/SD) × 100%.

P-value of multiparameters of DKI value (including MK, Ka and Kr values) in each brain region, calculated using Moses test of extreme reactions. DKI, diffusional kurtosis imaging; MK, mean kurtosis; Ka, axial kurtosis; Kr, radial kurtosis; CV, variation coefficient; SD, standard deviation.
